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Happy Easter

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION !!!

Bank HolidaysThe surgery will be closed on the following
dates:

Ramadhan IS UPON US!

Good Friday

19th April

Easter Monday

22nd April

May day

6th May

Spring B/Hol

27th May

Surgery will be closed for LTI meetings on
the following afternoons:

Fasting and Your Health
Prior to Ramadan, a Muslim should always consult with a doctor
about the safety of fasting in individual circumstances. Some health
conditions may be improved during fasting, while others may
possibly deteriorate. If you decide that fasting could possibly be
harmful in your situation, you have two options:
There is no need to feel guilty about taking care of your health needs
during Ramadan. These exemptions exist in the Qur'an for a reason,
as Allah knows best what issues we may face. Even if one is not
fasting, one can feel part of the Ramadan experience through other
areas of worship -- such as offering additional prayers, inviting
friends and family for evening meals, reading the Qur'an, or
donating to charity.



14.03.19



11.04.19



09.05.19

The Electronic Prescription Service is now Live!!
The Electronic Prescription Service allows your prescription to be sent electronically to a
pharmacy of your choice.
To sign up, you need to speak to your preferred pharmacy and complete a form to confirm
that they can receive your prescription directly.
Once you have signed up, your chosen pharmacy will receive your prescription electronically
and you will not have to pick your prescription from us.
If you have already nominated a pharmacy, your prescription will be sent to them
electronically unless you tell us otherwise. If you need to obtain a paper prescription for any
reason, just let us know at the time of ordering.
The service is optional and you can continue to collect paper prescriptions as you do now if
you prefer.
For more information, please speak to your pharmacist.

Are you a military veteran?
If you are a military veteran please inform the surgery.
You can call the surgery and inform via phone. Alternatively you can come to the desk and inform the
receptionist.

Signposting Directory
Treatment Room
(Single point of
access)
0161 763 8525

Living Well (Stop
Smoking/Weight
Management)
01706 751 190

Family Planning
& Contraceptive
Service
0300 303 8565

Dental
(for patients
without a dentist)
01706 676 367

Podiatry Direct
0161 716 5888

Paediatric Nurses
01706 676 777

Physio Direct
0161 716 5888

Thinking Ahead
01706 751 180

Dental (Out of
Hours)
0161 763 4242

7 Day Access
0161 763 8292

